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Abstract

Various IP tunneling methods are widely used in network
security (VPN), IPv4-to-IPv6 transition and most recently
to provide IP mobile node with mobility support. However,
these IP tunneling methods use multiple levels of encapsula-
tion using several IP and transport headers in each packet.
That introduces high protocol header overheads leading to
bad performance in wireless links where bandwidth remains
a scarce resource.

We propose the use of TuCP, a novel tunneling compres-
sion protocol, in order to drastically reduce the tunneling
overhead especially in the case when several nested tun-
nels are used. TuCP provides an end-2-end tunnel header
compression solution usable in mobile IP scenario even in
the presence of several nested tunnels. Such nested mobility
scenarios could occur when a mobile node or a mobile net-
work attaches itself to another mobile network. We present
some preliminary results on the performance evaluation of
the TuCP compression for different types of flows.

1 Introduction

The concept of IP tunneling evolved around early 90s
and since then, it has been widely used to provide solu-
tions for network security problems. The tunneling con-
cept has been exploited further and various IP tunneling
methods are being used for transition from IPv4 to IPv6
and NAT traversal using UDP [12] encapsulation for IPv6
packets, for example using L2TP [16] tunnel. Nowadays,
IP in IP encapsulation [14] is being used to provide mobil-
ity support in mobile networks such as wireless LAN, Per-
sonal Area Network (PAN), and Car Area Network (CAN).
This mobile communication environment involves multiple
levels of mobile networks. A mobile network uses a bi-
directional IP/IP tunnel between the Mobile Router (MR)
and the Home Agent (HA). However, when NEMO Ba-

sic [6] Support protocol is used, a nested mobile network
uses multiple levels of bi-directional tunnels [1] [7]. This
nested tunneling leads to an undesirable overhead.

Route Optimization (RO) [5] solution is used for mo-
bile nodes, NEMO, and in network security to overcome
the problems of increased length of packet route and header
overhead. However, even if RO is usable in MobileIP con-
text, it is a very complicated solution and is still a research
topic in the case of network mobility, especially for large
scale deployment. Moreover, in the case of mobile net-
works, some CNs (Correspondent Nodes) may not agree
to employ RO for specific flows because of security con-
cerns. So, we have some flows with RO and some without
RO. Thus, we will continue to use various tunneling mech-
anisms to pass through a network using another network
protocol or another addressing space.

Several IP tunneling methods are in use, the simplest be-
ing IP in IP tunneling, which is used in IP mobility proto-
col and for security in conjunction with IPSec [15]. Some
tunneling methods could also be used in order to build an
overlay network for transition purposes (passing through an
IPv4 cloud to reach IPv6 Internet). As we connect to an ISP
and since we often have to traverse a NAT, these methods
tend to use a transport protocol such as UDP or L2TP. The
latter, allows to extend a PPP [13] connection through the
Internet to the Network Access Server of the ISP. In this
case, we have many supplementary headers in each packet
and at least IP/UDP/L2TP/PPP/.... headers. This leads to
bad performance in bandwidth constrained networks.

A solution to this problem is use of header compression
mechanisms to reduce the tunnel header overheads. Sev-
eral header compression algorithms have been studied that
propose to reduce the protocol header size. ROHC [2] is
the most commonly used header compression protocol. It
intends to compress IP and following headers depending on
the ROHC profile used when packets travel over a link (level
2). The link could be a PPP connection over a serial link or
L2TP session. It could also be a SNDCP (Subnetwork De-
pendent Convergence Protocol) connection in UMTS. Some



ROHC profiles such as IP-only, IP/UDP, IP/UDP/RTP have
been defined and some new profiles such as IP/TCP are still
under definition. ROHC is known to be able to reduce the
header size and performs well over wireless links where the
packet loss rate is high. The IP/UDP/RTP profile of ROHC
compresses the overhead of 40 bytes for IPv4 or 60 bytes
for IPv6 into 2-3 bytes. Thus, use of ROHC in tunneling
makes tunneling mechanisms more efficient due to the re-
duced overhead.

However, the existing header compression protocols
such as ROHC focus on the compression of the inner head-
ers (i.e., IP, UDP, and RTP [4]) contained in the IP packet
carried into tunnel and do not deal with the compression of
the outer headers used by the tunneling mechanism (e.g.,
UDP or UDP/L2TP/PPP). It should be noted that the out-
ermost header, namely the IP header, could not be com-
pressed since it is needed by the intermediate routers to
route the packet to the tunnel endpoint. Moreover, present
header compression mechanisms do not deal with the case
of nested tunnels even if supplementary headers used for in-
ner tunnels are useless for the outermost tunnel packet rout-
ing purpose. In our previous work [11], we proposed the
use of TuCP (Tunneling Compression) in conjunction with
ROHC to reduce the tunnel overhead in NEMO networks.
In this paper, we show how the solution of ROHC and TuCP
compression can be used in nested tunneling scenarios such
as those found in nested mobile networks.

The paper is organized as follows. Following the intro-
duction, section 2 present an overview of nested tunneling
in nested mobile networks. Section 3 describes the TuCP
protocol. Section 4 explains our TuCP approach to pro-
vide end-2-end tunnel header compression in nested tun-
nels. Further, we give our preliminary results on the perfor-
mance evaluation of TuCP compression for different types
of flows in section 5 and conclude with a section on conclu-
sion and future work.

2 Nested Tunneling in Nested Mobile Net-
works

In the near future, application of mobile communication
networks such as wireless LAN, Personal Area Network
(PAN), and Car Area Network (CAN) will make it possible
to have a permanent Internet access in public transporta-
tion systems such as bus, train, ship, and airplane while on
the move. NEMO and IPv6 [3], MIPv6 [8], and FMIPv6
[9] protocols have been chosen as the network level of the
CALM [17] architecture which is intended to be the archi-
tecture of networked car in the near future. NEMO protocol
which has been proposed and standardized at IETF, pro-
vides mobility management support for mobile networks.
NEMO works through the use of a Home Agent (HA) and
Mobile Router (MR). A mobile network is connected to

the Internet via MR. The MR has a HA, and it maintains
a bi-directional tunnel with its HA. The HA is placed in the
home network for the MR and this home network controls
the mobile network. The MR-HA bi-directional tunnel pre-
serves session continuity while the MR moves around and
all the traffic is via the MR-HA tunnel.

However, a mobile network may be nested. A nested
mobile network consists of multiple levels of mobility. A
mobile network is called nested when it attaches to another
mobile network to multiple level. NEMO basic support pro-
tocol supports nested mobile networks. However, in the
case of nested mobile networks, for each level of nesting,
a bi-directional tunnel is established between each pair of
MR/HA. Packets are routed through several HAs and they
will be encapsulated and tunneled several times to reach the
destination. Thus, the application of NEMO protocol on
nested mobile network increases the tunnel within a tun-
nel overhead. Figure 1 shows the multiple levels of tun-
nels in a nested NEMO network in a moving train carry-
ing passengers. In the nested case of Figure 1, the Corre-
spondent Node (CN) sends a packet to a Mobile Node (lap-
top) in the passenger’s PAN (Personal Area Network) trav-
eling within the train’s VAN (Vehicular Area Network). The
passenger’s PAN is the mobile network 1 connected to the
train’s VAN, mobile network 2 via MR2. The train’s VAN
is connected to the Internet via MR1. The packet from the
CN will pass through the tunnel between each MR and its
HA(HA MR). Thus, the tunneling from CN to MN (Mobile
Node) is CN⇒HA MR2⇒HA MR1⇒MR1⇒MR2⇒MN.
We do not show the reverse path from MN to CN in the
figure.

3 TuCP

IP tunneling is the encapsulation of a packet within an-
other packet, both of which supporting the same or different
protocols. Figure 4 shows packet encapsulations in level-1
and level-2 tunneling in a nested NEMO network. IP tun-
neling consists of inner and outer encapsulation. The tun-
neled protocol gives the inner encapsulation and the tun-
neling protocol represents the outer encapsulation. The ex-
isting header compression protocols such as ROHC can be
used inside of a tunnel to reduce the size of the IP, UDP, and
RTP headers of the IP packet carried in the tunnel. How-
ever, the tunnel itself has overhead due to its IP header and
the tunnel header. It is complex to use ROHC to compress
both the inner and outer encapsulation together because in
that case we will need to modify the existing header com-
pression mechanism to take into account tunneling. Also,
we do not want to compress the outermost IP header of the
tunnel because it is used by routers to forward the packet to
the tunnel end-point. Moreover, the existing header com-
pression mechanisms do not deal with the case of nested
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Figure 1. Nested Tunnels in a Nested NEMO Network

tunnels as found in nested mobile networks.

TuCP adresses the above issues. TuCP provides an
end-to-end tunnel header compression for nested tunnels in
nested mobile networks. TuCP can be used to compress
the tunnel header (outer encapsulation) without the need to
modify the existing header compression scheme and it does
not compress the IP header of the tunnel to be used for rout-
ing purposes. As, tunnels are bi-directional, header com-
pression mechanisms will be able to perform at both the
ends of the tunnel and use feedbacks.

3.1 TuCP Profiles

This section defines different profiles of the TuCP proto-
col. Tunneling protocols add one or more additional tunnel
headers to the tunneled header (inner IP encapsulation) of
the IP packet carried in the tunnel and are used to identify
different tunnels. In the outer IP encapsulation, IP proto-
col is used together with one or more tunneling protocols or
without any protocol. These protocols can be UDP, L2TP,
and PPP etc. We have defined four TuCP profiles for the
header compression of the tunnel headers as shown in Table
1. TuCP profile 3 is used when UDP is used for NAT traver-
sal i.e., UDP header is not compressed. TuCP classifies
the tunnel header fields into static and dynamic fields. The
TuCP compressor first establishes the required context at
the decompressor. The context stores the information about
the tunnel header fields. The decompressor processes the re-
ceived compressed tunnel header to regenerate the uncom-
pressed packet. Figure 2 gives a general classification of
header fields for tunneling protocols UDP, L2TP, and PPP.

Header Field Classification
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Figure 2. Header Fields Classification
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Figure 3. TuCP Packet
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Table 1. TuCP Profiles.
Profiles (Ti) Tunnel Headers
T0 (Profile 0) No tunneling header
T1 (Profile 1) UDP
T2 (Profile 2) UDP/L2TP/PPP
T3 (Profile 3) L2TP/PPP

3.2 TuCP General Packet Format

The general format of TuCP compressed packet is shown
in Figure 3, where ”//” represents the variable length of the
field. In the TuCP packet, IP header of the tunnel is used
by routers to forward the IP packet to the tunnel end-point.
Description (D) type bits (2 bits) are used to identify ROHC
negotiation packet and ROHC header compressed packets.
TuCP (3 bits) bits are used to identify the TuCP profile.

Most header compression mechanisms such as ROHC
are designed to work over an ordered delivery transmission
between the end-points. Tunneled transport does not guar-
antee ordered delivery of packets. TuCP handles packet re-
ordering. We have introduced a Transfer Sequence Num-
ber (TSN) in the TuCP packet to indicate packet reorder-
ing. TSN gives the decompressor, the transmission order
in which the packets have been sent by the compressor. In
the presence of out of order packets, before making decom-
pression of an early arriving packet, the decompressor has
to wait until the ordered delivery packet arrives or a timer
expires. When the timer expires, missing packets and the
following are assumed to be lost.

4 Nested Tunnel Header Compression with
TuCP

The mobile communication environment involves nested
mobile networks. These nested mobile networks require
multiple bi-directional tunnels in order to forward packets
to the nested mobile network nodes. The MR-HA tunnel
approach to provide network mobility support as shown in
Figure 1 offers several benefits in comparision to other
routing-based approaches. However, nested tunnels lead to
an undesirable overhead.

We propose the use of TuCP to compress the multiple
tunnel headers in nested tunneling scenarios such as those
found in nested mobile networks. TuCP provides an end-
to-end tunnel header compression for nested tunnels. Also,
if there is a wireless link in between the tunnel end-points,
we can use ROHC header compression over wireless link
to save bandwidth further. IP tunneling methods use an IP
encapsulation of minimum 2 IP headers. Thus, level-1 tun-
neling uses an IP encapsulation of 2 IP headers. However, in
level-n tunneling, the IP encapsulation increases to n+1 IP

Table 2. Src. and Dst. Addresses.
CN Packet Tunnel A1A2 Tunnel B1B2

SA CN add HA MR2 add HA MR1 add
DA MNN add CoA(MR2) CoA(MR1)

headers. Figure 4 shows packet encapsulations in level-2
nested tunnels when TuCP compression is not used. Fig-
ure 5 shows an end-2-end TuCP compression in a level-2
nested tunneling scenario. We consider a scenario of level-
2 IP/UDP/L2TP/PPP tunnel with 2 nested tunnels namely
A1↔A2 and B1↔B2 as shown in Figure 5. We can have
a set of TuCP compressor and decompressor at the tunnel
end-points A1, A2, B1, and B2. A1 and B1 are the compres-
sion points and, A2 and B2 are the decompression points.

We have a set of ROHC (C/D) compressor and decom-
pressor at each HA and MR to compress the IP packet. In
the nested tunnel case, for each level of nesting, we have a
set of TuCP (C/D) compressor and decompressor at the tun-
nel end-points of each bi-directional tunnel. Tunnel headers
of the packets are compressed/decompressed at the tunnel
end-points. In the level-1 tunnel A1A2, at the point A1,
TuCP compresses the tunnel header UDP/L2TP/PPP of the
tunnel 1 to give the TuCP compressed packet. The IP header
(IP2) of the tunnel A1A2 is used for routing purposes, hence
it is not compressed. TuCP compression is done before
sending the ROHC compressed tunneled packet through the
tunnel. ROHC compression is done at the HA before the
routing decision has been taken. Similarly, in the level-2
tunnel B1B2, at the point B1, TuCP compresses the tun-
nel header to give TuCP2 header. The IP header (IP3) of
the tunnel is not compressed as it is used for routing pur-
poses. However, the inner IP header (IP2) is compressed
using ROHC. The source (SA) and destination (DA) ad-
dresses of the encapsulations are given in Table 2. At the
decompression end-points B2 and A2, TuCP decompresses
the TuCP packets. TuCP compression can be applied for N
number of tunnels to compress the tunnel headers in nested
tunnel cases.

In the presence of several nested tunnels, TuCP com-
presses the tunnel header of the outermost tunnel and
ROHC compresses the inner headers of the IP packet carried
in the tunnel. When, the TuCP + ROHC compressed packet
enters into another tunnel, the residual headers are com-
pressed by ROHC using the corresponding ROHC profile
as shown in Figure 4 and 5. TuCP compresses the tunnel
headers end-to-end reducing the multiple tunnel overhead
and saving bandwidth on intermediate links. The TuCP tun-
neling header compression solution is scalable. At every
tunnel end-point, there is a set of TuCP compressor and de-
compressor and different contexts are maintained for differ-
ent flows. At each tunnel end-point, each flow will manage
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Figure 5. Nested Tunnels with End-2-End TuCP Compression

its own context.

5 Results

We focus on the nested tunneling in NEMO networks.
We show some preliminary results on the performance eval-
uation of the header overhead reduction for different types
of flows. We evaluated 3 different profiles of ROHC and
found that ROHC compresses the inner headers of the IP
packet from 40 bytes for IPv4 or 60 bytes for IPv6 into 2-3
bytes [10]. Figure 6 and 7 show the header size without any
compression and with TuCP + ROHC compression, respec-
tively for various combinations of TuCP and ROHC, (Ti, Rj)
profiles in level-2 tunneling. Ti represents the TuCP profiles
and Rj represents the ROHC profiles. Figure 6 shows the
header compression achieved for IPv6/IPv4 case i.e., when
the inner IP header (IP header of the IP packet carried in
the tunnel) is IPv4 and the outermost tunnel header is IPv6.
Figure 7 shows the header compression for IPv6/IPv6 case
i.e., when the inner IP header is also IPv6. The ROHC (Rj)
profiles tested are R1 = IP/UDP/RTP, R2 = IP/UDP, and R3
= IPv4 or IPv6. TuCP (Ti) profiles are shown in Table 1.
TuCP profile 1 (T1) reduces the overhead of 8 bytes of UDP
tunnel to 2 bytes. Profile 2 (T2) compresses the header size
of UDP/L2TP/PPP tunnel from 23 bytes to 2 bytes. Pro-
file 3 (T3) reduces the tunnel overhead from 15 bytes to 1
byte when UDP is used for NAT traversal. TuCP profile 0
(T0) adds 1 byte to the header to allow reordering of pack-
ets when required. Thus, TuCP reduces the tunnel overhead

to 2 bytes. Figure 8 shows the compression efficiency of
ROHC + TuCP compression for different (Ti, Rj) profiles
in level-2 tunneling. Header compression is more efficient
for IPv6 flows compared to IPv4 flows. It is possible to
achieve 66% compression efficiency for IPv6 flows. The
use of TuCP in conjunction with ROHC in IP tunnels re-
duces the header overhead to 2 bytes. This makes tunneling
mechanisms virtually costless in terms of bandwidth con-
sumption.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an overview of nested
tunneling problem. We have focused on nested tunneling
problem in nested mobile networks. The use of multiple
levels of tunnels leads to an undesirable overhead. This
leads to bad performance in bandwidth constrained net-
works. To overcome the problems of increased length of
packet route and header overhead, RO solution is used for
mobile nodes, NEMO, and in network security. However,
RO is a complicated solution and is not feasible for large
scale deployment. Thus, we will continue to use various
IP tunneling mechanisms in network security, IP transition,
mobileIP, and NEMO networks. However, the use of tun-
neling mechanisms adds high overhead due to nested tun-
neling.

Several header compression mechanisms have been pro-
posed to reduce the protocol header size in wireless links.
However, the existing header compression protocols do not
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Figure 6. Header Compression for IPv6/IPv4

Figure 7. Header Compression for IPv6/IPv6

deal with the case of nested tunnels as found in nested
mobile networks. We have proposed the use of TuCP, a
novel tunneling compression protocol to compress the tun-
nel headers when several nested tunnels are used. TuCP
is used in conjunction with ROHC protocol. ROHC com-
presses the inner headers of the IP packet carried in the tun-
nel whereas TuCP is used to compress the tunnel headers of
the tunnel (except the outermost IP header of the tunnel).

TuCP provides an end-2-end tunnel header compression
solution for an arbitrary number of nested tunnels. Use of
TuCP to reduce the tunnel header overhead in nested tun-
nels will give better throughput and more efficient network
bandwidth usage. Moreover, the TuCP approach is scalable
and it handles packet reordering. Most header compression
mechanisms such as ROHC are designed to work over an
ordered delivery transmission between the end-points. Tun-
neled transport does not guarantee ordered delivery of pack-
ets. TuCP uses TSN in each TuCP packet to indicate packet
reordering. We have shown preliminary results to show that
TuCP + ROHC compression drastically reduces the tunnel-
ing overhead and makes tunneling mechanisms more effi-
cient especially in the presence of several nested tunnels.
We are presently implementing various profiles of the TuCP
protocol to test it in different levels of tunneling. Our future
work involves the study of context transfer between the MR
and the HA in nested mobile networks.

Figure 8. Header Compression Efficiency for
ROHC + TuCP Compression
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